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ABSTRACT

This article mainly studies the impact of waste classification
on China’s economy and environment. For the economy, the
annual per capita waste removal volume, waste disposal cost,
and waste disposal profit from 2008 to 2017 were selected as
the three input indicators, and GDP was used as the output
value. A BP neural network model based on GM (1,1) was
established. The GM (1,1) model is used to predict the values
of the three indicators in the next five years. The relationship
between GDP and the three input indicators is determined using
the BP neural network. The three indicators are substituted into
the model to obtain the GDP in the next five years. value. As
for the environment, the number of resource processing plants,
resource processing capacity, and resource processing capacity
are selected as three input indicators, and the per capita green
space area is used to measure the impact on the environment.
The same method is used to predict the per capita public green
area in the next five years. The results show that garbage
classification will have a beneficial impact on China’s economy
and environment, but the impact will weaken year by year.
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1. Introduction
In order to alleviate the shortage of domestic resources, China once relied on imported solid
waste from developed countries for recycling. In
2017, the Chinese government issued a ban on
foreign garbage, announcing that from December 31, 2017, imports of four types of solid waste,
including waste plastics, waste paper, waste textile raw materials, and boron residue, were
banned. In 2018, the State Council proposed to
basically achieve zero imports of solid waste by
the end of 2020. In the long run, this policy has
also forced China to increase the domestic
waste recycling rate and build a greener and
healthier waste recycling system. At present, the
state has taken action. In March 2017, the National Development and Reform Commission
and the Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development's "Implementation Scheme for the
Classification of Domestic Waste" required 46
cities to implement mandatory classification of

on the data of the previous ten years, the relationship between per capita waste removal volume, waste disposal cost, waste disposal profit
and GDP were obtained through BP neural network training. Based on the gray forecast of the
three sets of indicators from 2018 to 2024, which
are substituted into the results of the BP neural
network, the GDP value for the next seven years
can be obtained, and the impact of the garbage
collection policy on the Chinese economy can be
analyzed.

domestic waste first, and the recycling rate of domestic waste by the end of 2020 should be more
than 35%. This paper establishes a GM (1,1) based BP neural network model by selecting appropriate indicators, and studies and analyzes
the impact on China's economy and environment
after the formal implementation of China's garbage collection policy. The two indicators of
gross domestic product (GDP) and environmental performance index (EPI) are used to express
changes in China's economy and environment.
Take the impact on the economy as an example:
first, use the per capita waste removal and transportation volume, waste disposal costs, and
waste disposal profits for the ten years from
2008 to 2017 to make gray predictions, and obtain the three sets of indicators for 2018 to 2024,
and Carry out the residual error test, the step deviation test, the correlation test, and the posterior
error test, and proceed to the next step on the
premise that all tests are qualified. Then, based

network. Through the gray forecast of the three
index values from 2018 to 2024, which are substituted into the results of the BP neural network,
the GDP value for the next seven years can be
obtained, and the impact of the garbage policy
on the Chinese economy can be obtained.

2. Model establishment
First, use the per capita waste removal and
transportation volume, waste disposal cost, and
waste disposal profit for the ten years from 2008
to 2017 to make a gray forecast, and predict
three index values from 2018 to 2024. Then
based on the data of the previous ten years, the
relationship between per capita waste removal
volume, waste disposal cost, waste disposal
profit and GDP were trained through BP neural

2.1 Application of gray prediction model:
Analyze the data of the past ten years, apply the
gray prediction model to predict the per capita
waste removal, waste disposal cost, and waste
disposal profit in the next seven years, and make
three predictions in total. Select any one group
as an example to establish 1) Forecasting model.
(1) Select a set of original series and set:

h(0) (t ) = (h(0) (1), h(0) (2), , h(0) (10))
Perform a step test, so that the step ratio of the

h(0) (t − 1)
(t = 2,3, 4 ,10)
h(0) (t )
It is necessary to determine whether each item
of the sequence falls within the tolerable
series is  (t ) =
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coverage of (e

−
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n +1
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2
n+2

) , and to obtain the rank

ratio of the sequence. If the rank ratio of the sequence has not fallen within the tolerable coverage range, a translation transformation is required, and the constant c is introduced:

y (0) (t ) = h(0) (t ) + c

(2) Accumulate new data that meets the requirements:
y (1) (t ) = ( y (1) (1), y (1) (2),,

, y (1) (10)) =

( y (0) (1), y (1) (1) + y (0) (2),

y (1) (7) + y (0) (10))
t

y (0) (t − 1)
Make the new series' ratio  '(t ) = (0)
within
y (t )

the required tolerable coverage (e

2
−
n +1

,e

2
n+2

among them,

,10

i =1

Find the mean series:

),

and then use the new series to calculate; if the
original series meets the original tolerable coverage, no translation transformation is required.

y (1) (t ) =  y (0) (t ) t = 1, 2,

z (1) (t )=0.5y(1) (t ) + 0.5 y (1) (t −1) (k = 2,3, ,10)
(3) Construct the data matrix B and data vector Y

 − z (1) (2) 1  −(0.5y (1) (2) + 0.5 y (1) (1)) 1
 (1)
 

− z (3) 1  −(0.5y (1) (3) + 0.5 y (1) (2)) 1

B=
=

 

 (1)
 

(1)
(1)
 − z (10) 1  −(0.5y (10) + 0.5 y (9)) 1

Y = ( y (0) (2), y (0) (3), y (0) (4), , y (0) (10))T
Let uˆ = (a, b)T = ( BT B)−1 BT Y the value of a,b can

this sequence is gradually descended to obtain

be obtained and substituted into the following

If the original sequence has been transformed by
translation, the constant c must be subtracted to
obtain the predicted value.
Use Matlab software to get the per capita waste
removal volume, waste disposal cost and waste
disposal profit in the next seven years. The specific results are shown in the table below:

model

(1)

dy
+ ay (1) = b
dt

Available

b
b
yˆ (1) (t + 1)=(y(0) (1) − )e− at +
t = 1, 2, ,9
a
a
(4) Substituting different values of t can be used
to obtain the sequence of yˆ (1) (t + 1) , and then

yˆ (0) (t + 1) = yˆ (1) (t + 1) − yˆ (1) (t )

Table 1 Gray prediction results
years
(year)

Per capita waste

Cost of domestic waste dis-

Profit from waste disposal

removal volume (tons / person)

posal (100 million yuan)

(100 million yuan)

actual

forecast

actual

forecast

actual

forecast

2008

0.116

0.116

109.100

109.100

1124.435

1124.435

2009

0.118

0.113

208.200

361.947

1381.943

1210.590

2010

0.118

0.117

408.800

386.541

1529.190

1480.339

2011

0.122

0.122

587.000

411.656

1577.890

1779.780

2012

0.126

0.126

465.100

437.302

2138.597

2112.183

2013

0.127

0.131

475.200

463.490

2505.309

2481.174

2014

0.131

0.136

419.300

490.233

2826.147

2890.782

2015

0.139

0.140

505.400

517.543

3339.401

3345.478

2016

0.147

0.146

577.700

545.430

3907.782

3850.224
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2017

0.155

0.151

540.900

573.907

4452.181

4410.530

2018

0.156

602.987

5032.512

2019

0.162

632.683

5722.959

2020

0.168

663.007

6489.407

2021

0.174

693.973

7340.221

2022

0.180

725.595

8284.688

2023

0.187

757.886

9333.118

2024

0.194

790.860

10496.954

considered to meet the higher requirements.
Known by calculation, it can be known that all the

(5) Predicted value test
a. Residual test

test residuals meet

y (0) (t ) − yˆ (0) (t )
(t = 1, 2,
Residual  (t ) =
y (0) (t )

,7)

 (k )  0.1

can be con-

cluded that the prediction results meet the general requirements, and the model is initially qualified.

If  (k )  0.2 , it can be considered to meet the
general requirements; if

 (k )  0.2 ,and

b. Step deviation test

, it is

1 − 0.5a
) (t )
1 + 0.5a

 (t ) = 1 − (
If  (t )  0.2 , it can be considered to meet the

and the preliminary judgment model is qualified.

general requirements; if  (t )  0.1 , it is consid-

c. Association test

ered to meet the higher requirements.
Known by calculation, it can be known that all the

Define the correlation coefficient, (0) (t ) is the

values meet  (t )  0.2 , the prediction result can
be considered to meet the general requirements,

 (t ) =

absolute error of the t-th points y (0) and ŷ (0) ; 
is the resolution, and the change interval is between (0,1), generally

 =0.5 ;

min (0) (t ) +  max (0) (t )
(0) (t ) + max (0) (t )

The definition of the correlation between y (0) and

three groups of predicted values are: 0.6534,

1 n
 (t )
n t =1
Calculate the correlation coefficient of the origi-

0.7024, and 0.6875, and the correlations are

nal sequence y (0) and ŷ (0) according to the

ceptable.

above method, and then calculate the correlation

d. Posterior difference test

ŷ (0) is r =

degree. According to the data, when

 =0.5 , the

greater than 0.6, and the test results are ac-

Calculate the standard deviation of the original

correlation degree is greater than 0.6 to meet the
test criteria.

series and the standard deviation of the absolute

According to calculations, the correlations of the

error series, respectively

n

S1 =

 [ y (0) (t ) − y (0) ]2
t =1

n −1

n

，

S2 =

 [

(0)

(t ) −  (0) ]2

t =1

n −1
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S2
Calculate the variance ratio C =
and find the
S1
P = P et  S0  , where

small error probability

et =  (t ) − 
(0)

(0)

, S0 = 0.6745S1 , Calculate the

magnitude of this probability





P = P (0) (t ) − (0)  0.6745S1

Evaluation of gray prediction accuracy standards
for P and

C.

Table 2: Grey prediction accuracy checklist
Inspection index

excellent

good

P

 0.9
 0.35

 0.8
 0.5

C

According to the prediction results, the four tests

poor

 0.7
 0.65

 0.7
 0.65

(1) BP neural network topology
Construct a three-layer neural network, which is
an input layer, a hidden layer, and an output layer.
The three neurons in the input layer are per capita waste removal volume, waste disposal cost,

mentioned above were performed, and the results passed the tests. Therefore, the prediction
result obtained by using the gray prediction
model is good and can be used for the next calculation.
2.2 Application of BP neural network prediction model
The annual GDP per capita is estimated by using
the amount of garbage removal and transportation per person, the cost of waste disposal, and
the profit of waste disposal. The BP neural network is established as follows.
Input
layer

moderate

and waste disposal profit. Learn to calculate the
national GDP of the output layer. After continuous learning and error back-propagation correction, change the error and improve the correct
rate of the network response to the input mode.
The structure of the BP network model is as follows:

Hidden
layer

4

Output
layer

w14
o4

o1

w48
o5

o2

o6 7

8
o8

w78

o3
w37

o7

Fig. 1: BP neural network model

(2) BP neural network training
a. Forward input
Let oi

o j ( j = 4, ,8) is the neuron representation of

(i = 1,2,3) be the input value. In this pa- the hidden layer and the output layer; o is the

per, it is the per capita waste removal volume,
waste disposal cost, and waste disposal profit;

8

output layer neuron, which is the national GDP;

wij is the weight between each unit and the next
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unit connection;  j is the bias of each neuron in

the hidden layer and the output layer.
It is transformed into the output value of the next
layer through non-linear changes. For the input
layer, the output of the next layer is the value in
the hidden layer, and for the hidden layer, the
output of the next layer is the value in the output
1
layer o j =
I
1+ e j

The first forward input can make all the neurons
in the hidden layer and the input layer assign values, and then correct the errors by back propagation.
b. reverse transmission
Output layer error calculation. o j is the value of
the last forward broadcast, T j is the actual value
of the output layer

Errj = o j (1 − o j )(T j − o j )
Weight update:

wij = l  Errj oi
wij = wij + wij
Biased update:

 j = l  Errj

 j =  j +  j
After one backpropagation, the weight and bias
can be corrected once, and the neurons in the
hidden layer and the input layer are assigned a
second time through a forward propagation, the
error is calculated again, and the broadcast is reversed until the error is small enough, that is,
training carry out.
Substituting the predicted three input values for
the next seven years into the trained network can
obtain the national GDP, and analyzing the
changes in GDP can draw relevant conclusions.
In the same way, replace the three indicators of
economic impact with the three indicators of environmental impact: the number of resource processing plants, resource processing capacity,
and resource processing capacity per year. First,
the predicted values of these three indicators in

the next seven years are predicted. In the test of
the gray prediction results, the test results are
good.
The BP neural network model of the relationship
between the per capita green space area and the
index trained from the data of the past ten years
is used to obtain the per capita green space area
in the next seven years. Finally, the impact of
waste classification on the environment is analyzed.
3. Model solving
This model is a BP neural network model based
on gray predictions. The predicted values of
GNP and per capita green space in the next five
years are obtained by using Matlab software.
The specific data are shown in the table below：

Table 3: Predicted values of GNP and per capita green space
Year (year)

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

Gross National Product (100 million yuan)

963900

998400

1022000

1037700

1048200

Per capita green space (square meters)

14.2679

14.2966

14.3114

14.3181

14.3205

According to the predicted values of China's economic and environmental indicators in the table,
the impact of waste classification on China's

economic environment in the next five years can
be analyzed.
4. Results analysis
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4.1 The results of solving the economy
From the predicted and actual values of the per
capita waste removal and transportation volume,

the cost of waste disposal, and the profit of waste
disposal in Table 1, the following grey prediction
results can be drawn.

Fig.2: Grey forecast results for the economy

It can be seen from the figure that in the results
obtained by using the gray prediction model, the
actual value of the per capita waste removal volume is basically near the curve simulated by the
predicted value, and only the deviation between
the predicted value and the actual value in 2013
and 2014 is slightly larger; garbage disposal The
deviation between the actual value of the cost
and the curve simulated by the predicted value

is large, and the predicted value in 2011 has the
largest deviation; the actual value of the waste
disposal profit is in good agreement with the
curve and is located on the fitted curve.
It can be seen that the predicted value predicted
by the gray prediction is basically qualified and
can be applied.
The network output GDP value obtained by using Matlab software can be drawn as follows：

Fig.3: BP neural network results graph for the economy

It can be seen from the figure that the simulation

curve of the network output GDP is very close to
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the simulation curve of the actual GDP, and the
deviation is very small. Only the deviation of the
network output GDP value from the actual value
in 2016 is relatively large. It can be roughly
judged that the model results are reasonable.
This model can be used to solve the GDP value
of the next seven years, so as to analyze the impact of the implementation of waste classifica-

tion on China's economy.
4.2 Solving results for the environment
Based on the predicted annual and actual values
of the number of resource processing plants, resource processing capacity, and resource processing capacity, the following gray forecast results can be drawn.

Fig.4: Gray prediction results for the environment

It can be seen from the figure that in the results
obtained by using the gray prediction model, the
actual number of resource processing plants, resource processing capacity, and resource processing capacity are basically on the curve of the
predicted value fitting, and the fit is very high.

It can be seen that the predicted value of the solution obtained by the gray prediction is good,
and the next calculation can be performed.
Use Matlab software to solve the network output
per capita green space area value, you can draw
the following figure

Fig.5: BP neural network results graph for the environment
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It can be seen from the figure that the simulation
curve of the per capita green space area output
by the network is very close to the simulation
curve of the actual per capita green space area,
and the deviation is extremely small, and the result of the model can be roughly judged. This
model can be used to find out the size of the

green space per capita in the next seven years,
so as to analyze the impact of waste classification on China's environment.
Based on the gross national product and per
capita green space area calculated by using
Matlab software in the next five years, the following line chart can be drawn.

Fig.6: Forecasts of GDP and per capita green space in the next five years

It can be seen from the figure that in the next five
years, the indicators used to measure China's
economy and environment will increase year by
year, which shows that the impact of waste classification policies on China's economy and environment is extremely beneficial, but it can also
be clearly seen that the GDP and The increase

next five years. As a result, it was found that the
impact of garbage classification policy on China's economy and environment is extremely
beneficial, but the impact of this impact will be
weakened year by year.

in the per capita green space area has gradually
decreased, indicating that the impact of waste
classification on China's economy and environment is not static and will affect it, but this impact
will gradually decrease year by year.

on the impact of "foreign garbage" on China's
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